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Daphne Ng CY & Lim BH
Sports Centre, University of Malaya, Malaysia

15th January 2016

Sir/Madam

On behalf of Indian Federation of Computer Science in Sports, We are glad to inform you that your paper. Paper Title – The Effects Of Imagery On Badminton Skill Performance has been accepted by the Indian Federation of computer science in sports for publishing in the International Journal of Health, Physical Education and computer science in sports ISSN 2231-3265 Volume No.21, No.1 Journal Impact factor 2.477 to be released in the last week of March 2016 or First week of April 2016.

Congratulations

Best Regards

Prof. Rajesh Kumar
Chief Editor
International Journal of Health, Physical Education and Computer Science in Sports
www.ijhpecss.org
email:rajesh2sports@gmail.com